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Meet the Designer

I come from a powerful lineage of creative women - my love of design was inherited
from my mother who was a fashion designer, and she learned from her mother before
her. It was with my mother that I learned to design clothes first for my dolls, then for
myself and other women. 

My design aesthetic is inspired by a combination of influences: nature, travel,
spirituality, artistry, my multicultural background as Nigerian, British, and Caymanian,
and my lovely island life. I write an and narrate magical island stories as the inspirations
for my prints, and I use my designs to deepen the message of the stories to connect and
communicate with my audience on multiple levels





Let me Tell You a Story About...
WISDOM, COURAGE, SELF-BELIEF, JOY,

WITH A SPRINKLE OF MAGIC.

Isy B. invites you on a journey through the world of her imagination with the Storyteller
Collections. 

The Storyteller collections are inspired by whimsical Island folktales written and
narrated by designer Isy B. and well-known local storytellers, Nasaria Suckoo-Cholette
and Virgina Suckoo.

Made up of limited-edition collectors’ items, from inspirational lifestyle accessories to
vibrantly elegant clothing, the storyteller collections are designed for bringing the joy of
island life to your everyday.

The combination of visual design and audio narrations communicate the message of the
stories on multiple levels.



Queen of the Seas

A magical tale in which Coral comes to understand her worth, reminding you that you
too, are a valuable and essential part of all creation.

When Orchid Bloomed

A fable about an Orchid who learns to accept herself, inspiring you to trust in your
innate strength and beauty and celebrate what makes you unique.



Adara and the Cheetah

Amidst the clamor of voices, one learns to hear their inner voice and unlocks their true
power. A fable of self-discovery and resilience.

The tale of islanders who remember how to see the beauty and love that surrounds
them, and to live in that joy.

How the Islanders Learned to Dance



How the Butterflies Got Their Colour

Una's Wish

An enchanting fable about embracing imperfection—a self-discovery on how our
individual traits are what make us unique.

The tale of a young musician who overcomes adversity, reminding you that you, too, can
emerge from difficulties stronger than before.

A story about the metamorphosis of a beautiful butterfly that will inspire you to be
confident in your own skin.

Mekaya's Song



The five hand-drawn prints take their inspiration from traditional Caymanian folktales.
Each print tells a unique and inspiring story from the Islands, bringing to life the rich
cultural heritage and captivating narratives. 



Every product comes with a tag that leads you to one of the inspirational Caymanian
stories making it a meaningful gift to remember. 



Gifts Under $40





NOTEBOOK JOURNAL
A5 /75 lined single pages

Dance Notebook Journal
JOUR-3000-DAN

Queen Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-QUE

Orchid Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-ORC



Mekaya Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-MEK

Una Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-UNA

Adara Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-ADA

Butterfly Notebook Journal 
JOUR-3000-BUT



Queen Silk Sleep Mask
SMASK-3100-QUE

SILK SLEEP MASK
19mm silk eye mask with matching drawstring

pouch and premium storage / gift box



Orchid Silk Sleep Mask
SMASK-3100-ORC



Gifts Under $75





MULTIPURPOSE HANDBAG
vegan leather/inside pocket/fully lined 

Queen Reef Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-REE

Orchid Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-ORC



Queen Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-QUE

Dance Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-DAN

Adara Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-ADA



Mekaya Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-MEK

Butterfly Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-BUT

Una Multipurpose Bag 
ACBG-1000-UNA



SQUARE SCARF
39 ins x  39 ins / polyester 

Una Silk Square Scarf 
SKARF-4100-UNA

Mekaya Silk Square Scarf 
SKARF-4100-MEK

Adara Silk Square Scarf 
SKARF-4100-ADA

Dance Silk Square Scarf 
SKARF-4100-DAN

Orchid Silk Square Scarf 
SKARF-4100-ORC

Queen Silk Square Scarf 
SKARF-4100-QUE

Butterfly Silk Square Scarf 
SKARF-4100-BUT



Gifts Under $100





EXTRA LARGE SILK SCARF
68 ins x 49 ins / 85% modal 15% silk 

Dance Silk Scarf 
SARG-4000-DAN



Queen Silk Scarf 
SARG-4000-QUE

Orchid Silk Scarf 
SARG-4000-ORC



Adara Silk Scarf 
SARG-4000-ADA

Butterfly Silk Scarf 
SARG-4000-BUT



Una Silk Scarf 
SARG-4000-UNA

Mekaya Silk Scarf 
SARG-4000-MEK



TOTE BAG
24" x 13"/100% spun polyester/T-bottom/fully lined 

Dance Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-DAN



Orchid Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-ORC

Queen Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-QUE



Butterfly Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-BUT

Adara Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-ADA



Una Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-UNA

Mekaya Tote Bag 
BTOT2-2000-MEK



How to Order



Order Placement
Orders can be placed by contacting our sales team via email or phone.
Please refer to the contact details provided below.

Notice Period
We kindly request a minimum of three months' notice for all orders to
ensure sufficient time for production, customization (if applicable), and
delivery. 

Minimum Order Quantity
We have a minimum order requirement of 50 pieces. This quantity can
be a combination of different products from our catalog.

Customization for Bulk Orders
For large quantity orders, we offer the option to customize certain
aspects of the product, such as logo placement. If you require
customization, please contact our sales team via email to discuss your
specific requirements before placing the order. 

Contact Information
To place an order or for any inquiries regarding our products and
services, please reach out to our sales team using the following contact
information:
Email: customerservice@isybdesign.com
Phone: +1 345 326 4002

Please note that the information provided is subject to change, and for
the most accurate and up-to-date details, we recommend contacting our
sales team directly.

tel:+1-345-326-4002
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